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• Connect Rubber Ducky antenna to AUX port. 
• Connect Mag Mount antenna to ANT port and place in area for good signal strength; attach this 

antenna to the outside of the building for best results. 
• Connect Power Adapter to PWR port to plug into 120vAC plug socket. 
• Connect one end of the CAT5 Cable to the LAN1 port on the Router and the other end to any 

port on the Mirror network switch (which is typically located in the Toolbox or in a fiberglass 
box near the main Mirror PLC panel). 
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When first powered on all lights on the Router will turn red, then all lights will turn amber, then all 
lights will turn green, then all lights will flash green 3 times, and then all lights will turn off. This should 
take no more than 5 minutes. Once complete the Router will attempt to establish a connection with the 
cellular network.  
 
Connection with the cellular network is successful when the SVC (service) light turns solid green (3G 
connection) or solid amber (2G connection). The SVC light blinks while attempting to establish a 
connection to the cellular network. If the SVC light blinks for more than 5 minutes, or is solid amber, 
signal is weak and the Magnetic Mount antenna should be moved to a new location. 
 
The RSSI (signal strength) light should be green at all times. If the RSSI light is not green try moving 
the Magnetic Mount antenna to a new location. Typically locating this antenna as high as possible 
results in the best signal. Locate this antenna outside the building for best results.  
 

 
 
If the Magnetic Mount antenna is to be located outside be sure to use the included strain relief where the 
antenna cable penetrates the skin of the building. Also ensure that the antenna cable loops lower than the 
strain relief before entering the building; this allows water to drip off the cable outside instead of 
running down the cable and inside the building where it may damage the Router. 
 

 


